We demonstrate the geometrically-correct projection-based texture mapping onto a deformable object like a cloth. This system can be used to simulate design that involves change in shape, such as sheets of malleable material. The geometrically-correct projectionbased texture mapping onto a cloth is conducted using the measurement of object's 3D shape and the detection of the retro-reflective marker on the object's surface. Rapid prototyping is used as an example application of this projection technique.
Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (I.7)]: Multimedia Information Systems-Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities;
OVERVIEW OF DEMONSTRATION
Various techniques have been investigated to apply projectionbased AR to simulation systems in the support of product design. Most of these existing techniques assume rigid objects as projection surfaces, and therefore not applicable in cases where the target objects can be reshaped. For example through the use of flexible substrates that can be bent, twisted or folded. In this investigation, we constructed a projection-based AR system that projects geometrically-correct textures onto the deformable object. This system can be used to simulate design that involves change in shape, such as sheets of malleable material. The geometrically-correct projection-based texture mapping onto a deformable object is conducted using the measurement of object's 3D shape and the detection of the retro-reflective marker on the object's surface. In order to achieve the accurate texture mapping, we propose a pattern marker which can be recognized partially and can be attached onto object's surface.
In our demonstration, we can illustrate the geometrically-correct projection-based texture mapping onto a deformable object like a cloth. Participants will be given the opportunity to reshape a cloth by hand and a correct projection will be calculated and displayed onto the surface after reshaping. Rapid prototyping is used as an example application of this projection technique. However, this versatile technique can be extended to other application domains where flexible substrates are desirable. This demonstration will be highly * e-mail:yuichiro-f@is.naist.jp † e-mail:takafumi-t@is.naist.jp ‡ e-mail:goshiro@is.naist.jp § e-mail:miyazaki@cs.titech.ac.jp ¶ e-mail:kato@is.naist.jp e-mail:Ross.Smith@unisa.edu.au * * e-mail:Bruce.Thomas@unisa.edu.au interactive and will show the potential usefulness for researchers in the field of VR/AR.
SYSTEM AND PROJECTION RESULT
The proposed system consists of a DLP projector and a camera that captures both visible and infrared light under computer control. In order to detect local positions of the cloth, a marker pattern that can be partially recognized is attached onto a cloth. Figures 1 illustrates projection results of the same texture image onto several differently shaped clothes. You can see that the texture image is projected geometrically-correct onto several shaped-clothes. 
Overview
Interactive Media is one of the key technologies that makes the ubiquitous computing environment usable and comfortable. Our laboratory is studying about not only the future interactive media itself but also media technologies, human-computer interaction and data engineering which are needed to create innovative interactive media. Especially our researches focus on computer vision, computer graphics, augmented reality, XML database and next generation information retrieval technologies. In this laboratory, we possess an ubiquitous display (as shown in Figure 2 (a) ), head mounted displays, cameras, projectors, mobile hand-held devices (e.g. iPad) and so on. Examples of our recent research topics are "A modelbased tracking framework for non-textured 3D rigid curved objects using sparse polygonal meshes" (Figure 2 (b) ), "Chromatic consistency among projected images by multi-mobile projectors", "Camera Pose Estimation with Zoomable Camera for Augmented Reality" and so on.
Member
Our laboratory consists of a professor, an associate professor and two assistant professors, eight doctoral course students, 15 master course students and three research students. One of the most noticeable features on our lab is that we have various nationalities member (12 countries), which stimulates active discussions about our research.
Conferences
Main conferences and symposiums where we recently presented our research are "International symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality (ISMAR)", "IEEE International Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies (ICALT)", "International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR)" and so on. 
Spatial Augmented Reality Laboratory
A primary research focus is targed at developing projector based augmented reality systems. "The Holodeck" is a unique facility that has been custom designed to support projector based augmented reality research (shown in Figure 4. 3). It consists of forty ceiling mounted projectors, ceiling mounted scaffolding, white projections surfaces on all walls, ten dedicated server computers with a matrix switch allowing each server to address any projector and two large doors allowing full size cars to enter the room. In this large scale projection area, the WCL team is exploring how projected light can be used to augment large scale items to assist designers during prototype development. We have been developing a variety of interactive physical-virtual tools that are designed to integrate traditional prototype mock-up techniques with modern SAR technologies.
Deformable Input Devices
Another key focus is the development of interactive deformable materials to support new computer User Interfaces. Digital Foam (shown in Figure 4 .3) demonstrates a user sculpting with a deformable input device. We are currently exploring new deformable materials and how they can be incorporated into medical training devices, robotic sensors and interactive sculpting applications.
Wearable Computers & Mobile Augmented Reality
The WCL group also developed ARQuake an early outdoor mobile augmented reality version of ID Software's Quake game ( Figure  4.3) . Later the Tinmith system was developed that provides users with the ability to interact with computer generated worlds. The wearable computer uses a belt worn system equipped with a PC, GPS, orientation sensor, head mounted display, head worn camera and custom made input gloves. The Tinmith system has been used to explore mining visualisations, military training scenarios, virtual weather simulators and sensor management visualisations. 
